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Tlingit Cultural Significance
Herring have played an integral role in Tlingit life.  They provide food 

for consumption and trading in the form of fish, oil, and eggs 
to providing jobs in canneries. Life would not be possible 
with them.  In addition many of the animals in the ocean 

life cycle are dependent on herring.  The animals that 
provide Tlingit people with food need herring for their survival.  

Herring may not be a primary food source to Tlingit people; but those 
foods that we are so dependent on use herring as their primary food.  Herring help 
teach us to respect all life and recognize how we are all linked to one another.   

Elder/Culture Bearer Role
An Elder in the classroom can enrich this unit with personal stories of gathering 
and preserving herring and herring eggs and therefore help make the lessons more 
relevant and real to students.  An Elder can also help emphasize the importance of 
respect toward all living things and the respect that is needed when gathering food.  
He/she also can provide a different perspective on the unit and contribute in ways 
that may not have been discussed here.  

Overview
In this unit students discover what herring are, how they live, and how herring are a 
part of the Tlingit diet.  

Lesson #1 – What are Herring? Daa sáwé Yaaw?
In this lesson students use their senses to describe the characteristics of herring.  A 
large chart is made as students explore real herring.  To finish the lesson students 
make herring prints with the real herring.  Prints are used in later lessons.

Lesson #2 – A Herring’s Life. Yaaw Kustíyi  
In lesson 2 students explore the life of herring, the life cycle, habitat, food chain, and 
survival.  Learning is done with literature, games and hands-on activities.  

Lesson #3 - Herring’s Life Cycle. Yaaw Kusteeyí
Students discover all the ways in which herring provide food to Tlingit people.  They 
pretend to cook and preserve herring and herring eggs, all the while showing respect 
for living things.

Grade Levels K-2
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Lesson #4 – Herring Food Chain. Aadoo sá Yaaw axá.
Students learn and identify the animals in the herring’s food chain.

Lesson #5 – A Lingít Way of Life. Lingít Kusteeyí.
Students explore the traditional and contemporary means of gathering and preserving 
herring.  

Background Information
Pacific herring live along the American west coast from San Diego to the Bering Sea 
and in Japanese coastal waters.  They are silvery with bluish sides.  Mature herring can 
be as large as 18 inches but the average is 9 inches long.  

Herring spawn in the spring and eggs hatch in about two weeks.  Juvenile herring live 
together, separated from adults in shallow bays and inlets, until they are about 2-3 
years old, when they join adult herring in the ocean to feed.  Mature herring will return 
to shallow areas to spawn, which may or may not be where they were born.  They then 
return to the ocean to feed.  The average life of a herring is 8 years.  Herring spend their 
days in deeper water and come closer to the surface in the evening.

Alaska State Standards
English/Language Arts
A1) Apply elements of effective writing and speaking; these elements include ideas, 
organization, vocabulary, sentence structure, and personal style

Science
A14a) Understand the interdependence between living things and their environments
A15) Use science to understand and describe the local environment
B1) Use the processes of science; these processes include observing, classifying, 
measuring, interpreting data, inferring, communicating, controlling variables, developing 
models and theories, hypothesizing, predicting, and experimenting

Math
A3) Perform basic arithmetic functions, make reasoned estimates, and select and use 
appropriate methods or tools for computation or estimation including mental arithmetic, 
paper and pencil, a calculator, and a computer
A4) Represent, analyze, and use mathematical patterns, relations, and functions using 
methods such as tables, equations, and graphs;

Cultural Standards
A4) Practice their traditional responsibilities to the surrounding environment
C1) Perform subsistence activities in ways that are appropriate to local cultural traditions
D1) Acquire in-depth cultural knowledge through active participation and meaningful 
interaction with Elders;
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Lesson #1 
What are Herring? Daa sáwé Yaaw?
Objectives
Students:

• Learn the physical characteristics of a herring.

• Apply their 5 senses to describe what they see, feel, smell, taste, and hear.

• Lingít words and phrases that pertain to this lesson.

Time
Activity #1 - 20-30 minutes
Activity #2 – 20 minutes
Activity #3 – 20 minutes
Activity #4 – 20 minutes
Activity #5 – 20 minutes
Activity #6 – 20 minutes
Activity #7 - 30-45 minutes
Activity #8 - 30-45 minutes
Activity #9 - 60 minutes

Materials
• Herring poster

• Real herring

• Different colored pieces of paper

• Sand paper

• Lemons and sugar

Teacher Background Information
• Herring have a blue-green upper body with silver sides, no markings.

• Herring can grow to be up to 18 inches in length but 9 inches is considered large.

 
Vocabulary
 

• Cookies 

• Linoleum block print ink (Speedball)

• Stiff paint brushes

• Lemons

• Newsprint paper 

Lingít English 
yaaw  herring 
kulnook sense
x’aan red
x’éishx’w blue
dáanaa silver
kasix’áx rough
kaawax’íl’ smooth
lixéel’ee slimy
seiwa.át cold
áanjís orange
linúkts sweet
kawlis’úx sour
si.áax’w tléigu lemon
ligaaw loud
tlél oolgaaw quiet
yahaayí print/picture

Lingít English
Dáanaa silver
lixéel’ee slimy
wudzi.át cold
si.áax’w tléikw lemon
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Activities

Activity #1 
Our senses

• Gather students and discuss senses.

• On a chart such as the one below brainstorm a list of describing words for each 
sense.  Be sure to explain that words like “good” or “bad” are not describing 
words.  

• If students get stuck, give them well known examples to describe—such as an 
orange or bark of a tree.

Activity #2 
Lingít: What do I see? Daa sá xaatéen? 

• Daa sá iyateen? 

o Holding up a blue piece of paper and a red piece of paper. Ask the 
students what they see in Lingít.  

o Say X’éishx’w xaatéen “I see blue” in Lingít while looking at the blue 
paper.

o Do the same for red: x’aan xaatéen

o Do the same for other red and blue objects.

Phrases
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Daa sá iyatéen? What do you see?
(__) xaatéen. I see (__).
Daa sá jee idinook? What do you feel?
(__) jee xdinook. I feel (__).
Daa sá idzinéex’? What do you smell?
(__) xadzinéex’. I smell (__).
Daa sá iya.áxch? What do you hear?
(__) xaa.áxch. I hear (__).

Daa sá x’éi idinook? What do you taste?
(__) x’éi xdinook. I taste (__).
Daa sá xaatéen? What do I see?
(__) iyatéen. You see (__).

Teacher Information:

• Herring have a blue-green upper body with silver sides, no markings.

• Herring can grow to be up to 18 inches in length but 9 inches is considered

large.

Activities:

Lingít English

yaaw herring

kulnook sense

x’aan red

x’éishx’w blue

kasix’áx rough

kaawax’íl’ smooth

áanjís orange

linúkts sweet

kawlis’úx sour

ligaaw loud
tlél oolgaaw quiet

Insert herring (yaaw) in the marked phrase positions.
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• Herring can grow to be up to 18 inches in length but 9 inches is considered

large.

Activities:

Activity #1- Our Senses (20-30 minutes)

• Gather students and discuss senses;

• On a chart such as the one below brainstorm a list of describing words for each

sense. Be sure to explain that words like “good” or “bad” are not describing

words.

• If students get stuck give them well know examples to describe such as an

orange or bark of a tree.

xaatéen
See

jee xdinook
Feel

xadzinéex’
Smell

x’éi xdinook
Taste

xaa.áxch
Hear

• bright
• dull
• blue
• shiny

• rough
• smooth
• cool
• hot

• good
• sweet
• sour
• damp

• sweet
• spicy
• rotton
• moldy

• loud
• crackle
• soft/quiet

Activity #2- Tlingit: “Daa sá xaatéen? What do I see?” (20 minutes)

• Daa sá iyatéen?
o Holding up a blue piece of paper and a red piece of paper ask the students

what they see in Tlingit.

o Say “X’éishx’w xaatéen - I see blue” in Tlingit while looking at the blue paper.

o Do the same for red – “x’aan xaatéen”
o Do the same for other red and blue objects.

Activity # 3 – “Daa sá jee idinook? - What do you feel?” in Tlingit (20 minutes)

o Ask one student to come up and feel a piece of sand paper and ask them,

“Daa sá jee idinook? - What do you feel?” in Tlingit.

Model answering “kasix’áx - rough” in Tlingit

Repeat with a smooth surface “kaawax’íl’ – smooth”
o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 4 – “Daa sá idzinéex’? What do you smell?” in Tlingit (20 minutes)

o Ask one student to come up and smell an orange and ask them, “Daa sá
idzinéex’? - What do you smell?” in Tlingit.

o Model answering, “ áanjís - orange”
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Activity # 3 
“What do you feel?” “Daa sá jee idinook” 

o Ask one student to come up and feel a piece of sand paper and ask them, “Daa sá jee 
idinook?”, “What do you feel?” in Lingít.

o Model answering, kasix’áx, “rough” in Lingít.

o Repeat with a smooth surface: kaawax’íl’.

o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 4 
“What do you smell?” “Daa sá idzinéex’?”  

o Ask one student to come up and smell an orange and ask them, “Daa sá idzinéex’?  
- What do you smell?” in Lingít.

o Model answering, “ áanjís - orange”.

o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 5 
“What do you taste?” “Daa sá x’éi idinook?” 

o Ask one student to come up and taste a piece of cookie and ask them, “Daa sá x’éi 
idinook? - What do you taste?” in Lingít.

o Model answering, “linúkts - sweet”.

o Repeat with a lemon “kawlis’úx – sour”.

o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 6 
“What do you hear?”  “Daa sá iya.áxch?”  

o Ask one student to come up and listen to a whisper and ask them,  
“Daa sá iya.áxch? - What do you hear?” in Lingít.

o Model answering, “tlél oolgaaw - soft/quiet”.

o Repeat with a “ligaaw – loud” voice.

o Repeat with other students.
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Activity #7 
Herring Yaaw

• Use a real herring and:

• Give each group of 3-4 students a senses chart and a herring.  Ask students 
what they notice about the herring, what do they see?

o “Daa sá iyatéen?” Ask in Lingít but allow students to answer in English.

• Students record their observations on a 5 column chart

• To hear herring: http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/~bwilson/herring_sound.wav

o Lingít: “Daa sá iya.áxch”, What do you hear? Ask in Lingít but allow 
students to answer in English.

• Using real herring from a store or caught fresh, students touch herring and 
describe what they feel,

o Lingít: “Daa sá jee idinook? - What do you feel?” Ask in Lingít but allow 
students to answer in English.

• Smell the herring and describe the smell

o Lingít: “Daa sá idzinéex’?” -  What do you smell? Ask in Lingít but allow 
students to answer in English.

• Taste herring in the next activity.

Activity #8 
Yumm, herring

• If you can get fresh herring try eating it.

Herring recipe:

o 10-12 fresh herring

o 1/2 c. oil

o 1/2 c. flour

o garlic or onion salt

Collect herring in early spring, March or April, before the 
herring spawn. Wash in fresh water.  Roll in flour and 
seasoning.  Fry whole on medium heat in oil for 5 to 8 
minutes (longer for crispness).  Serve hot.  Eat with rice. 
Meat will peel right off backbone.  The eggs in the herring 
can also be added to the rice.
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o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 5 – “Daa sá x’éi idinook? - What do you taste?” in Tlingit (20 minutes)

o Ask one student to come up and taste a piece of cookie and ask them, “Daa
sá x’éi idinook? - What do you taste?” in Tlingit.

o Model answering, “linúkts - sweet”

o Repeat with a lemon “kawlis’úx – sour”
o Repeat with other students.

Activity # 6 – “Daa sá iya.áxch? - What do you hear?” in Tlingit (20 minutes)

o Ask one student to come up and listen to a whisper and ask them, “Daa sá
iya.áxch? - What do you hear?” in Tlingit.

o Model answering, “tlél oolgaaw - soft”

o Repeat with a “ligaaw – loud” voice.

o Repeat with other students.

Activity #7 – Yaaw Herring (30-45 minutes)

• Using a real herring;

• Give each group of 3-4 students a senses chart and a herring. Ask students

what they notice about the herring, what do they see?

o “Daa sá iyatéen?” Ask in Tlingit but allow students to answer in English.

• Students record their observations on a 5 column chart

xaatéen
See

jee xdinook
Feel

xadzinéex’
Smell

x’éi xdinook
Taste

xaa.áxch
Hear

• Waak tléin
Large eye

• Dáanaa yáx
Silver color

• A geidí
x’éishx’w
Blue/green
sides

• Keijín a
dat’aawú
5 fins

• lixéel’ee slimy
• seiwa.át cool

• To hear herring: http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/~bwilson/herring_sound.wav

o Tlingit: “Daa sá iya.áxch? - What do you hear?” Ask in Tlingit but allow

students to answer in English.
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• Eat herring and describe taste on the chart

o Lingít: “Daa sá x’éi idinook? - What do you taste?” Ask in Lingít but allow 
students to answer in English.

Activity #9 
Herring print “Yaaw yahaayí”

• Use fresh herring or some from the store.

• Clean the outside of herring with lemon juice.  Gently wipe clean.

• Let fish completely dry.  It’s important for a clean and clear print.

• Place herring on newspaper and paint it with ink.  Stroke head to tail first and 
then tail to head.

• Place a sheet of newsprint on top of herring and rub. Be careful not to smudge.

• Gently peel off paper.  Wow, you have a nice herring print!

• Each student makes several prints for later use.

Assesment
Give students the senses form and a new object, possibly another type of fish or various 
food items and have them fill it out individually.  Use the rubric to score their responses.

Rubric
4 points All categories have at least 4 describing words.
 Describing words are unique.

3 points Most categories have at least 4 describing words.
 Some describing words are unique. 

2 points Most categories have less than 4 describing words.
 Some words do not describe.  ie- good, bad, ect.

1 point All categories have less than 4 describing words.
 Few describing words.
0 points Not completed. 

Resources included with this lesson
• Herring picture

• Student herring senses chart

• Lingít language CD

Additional Resources
Information about herring sounds: http://news.nationalgeographic.com/
news/2003/11/1110_031110_herringfarts.html

Nutritional information
http://www.nutritiondata.com
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Additional Lingít Vocabulary
ligei bright
kadli.ít’ch shiny
yaawat’aa hot
yak’éi good
kaawanáa damp
si.áax’w bitter/spicy
wuditláx moldy
kat’áx’jaa crackle
wak tléin large eye
a geidí sides
keijín five
dat’aawú fins

Lesson #2  
A Herring’s Life–Yaaw Kustíyi
Objective
Students:

• Identify where herring live at different times.

Time
Activity #1 - 30 minutes
Activity #2 - 60-90 minutes
 
Materials

• World map or globe

Vocabulary

Lingít Phrases

Lingít English

kugaats’áani héen shallow water
geiy  bay 
éil’ tlein ocean
yaa andal’úx’ spawn
yaaw aaní  herring habitat
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Goosú wé yaaw? Where are the herring?
Yáadu yaaw! Here are the herring!
Sháach’ áwé hás. When they are young.
(__) awaxáa wé yaaw The herring ate the (__).

Activities:

Elder role: at any time during this lesson elders could be invited to share stories or
help explain the concept of every living thing being dependent on each other and
that if one type of animal is over harvested it effects all life.

Activity #1 - Yaaw Aaní A Herring’s Habitat (30 minutes)

• Discuss that there are different types of herring, Atlantic herring and Pacific

herring are two of them, and we’ll be studying Pacific herring.

• On a map showing the Pacific Ocean show the range of Pacific herring: San

Diego Bay to the Bering Sea and Japan,

• Ask class: What things do you do? Do you do them in different places? Herring

do to. They feed, spawn, and grow up all in different places.

• When herring are young they stay with other young herring in bays and inlets

while they grow.

• During the day herring spend their time near the bottom of the ocean,

• In the evening they move upward toward the surface to feed,

• Once herring are 3 or 4 years old they lay eggs every year in the spring, they

come to shallow areas to spawn,

• In the winter after spawning they swim to the deeper ocean to feed

• Fill in pages of book with drawings of herring in appropriate areas.

o Tlingit: Ask students “Goosú wé yaaw? - Where are the herring?”, students

respond, “Yáadu yaaw! - Here are the herring!”

Activity #2 – Heinyaa Yahaayí Under Sea Mural (60-90 minutes)

• On a bulletin board or wall;

o Cover area with blue paper,

o Students look at pictures in books, magazines, or on the internet of real

underwater pictures,

o Think about the habitat herring live in and choose creatures or objects that

would be in that habitat and draw them for the mural,

• Students write short descriptions of the mural to display along side it.
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Activities
Elder role: at any time during this lesson Elders could be invited to share stories or help 
explain the concept of every living thing being dependent on another and that if one 
type of animal is over-harvested it affects all life.  

Activity #1  
A herring’s habitat

Discuss that there are different types of herring. Atlantic herring and Pacific herring are 
two of them. We’ll be studying Pacific herring. On a map showing the Pacific Ocean 
show the range of Pacific herring: San Diego Bay to the Bering Sea and Japan. Ask 
the class: What things do you do? Do you do them in different places? Herring do too.  
They feed, spawn, and grow up all in different places. When herring are young they 
stay with other young herring in bays and inlets while they grow. During the day herring 
spend their time near the bottom of the ocean. In the evening they move upward toward 
the surface to feed. Once herring are 3 or 4 years old they lay eggs every year in the 
spring. They come to shallow areas to spawn. In the winter after spawning they swim 
to the deeper ocean to feed. Fill in pages of the herring book with drawings of herring in 
appropriate areas.

o Lingít: Ask students “Where are the herring?”, students respond, “Here 
are the herring!”   Goosú wé yaaw?          Yáadu yaaw!

Activity #2 
Under sea mural

• On a bulletin board or wall:

o Cover area with blue paper.

o Students look at pictures in books, magazines, or on the Internet of real 
underwater pictures.

• Tell students to think about the habitat herring live in and choose creatures or 
objects that would be in that habitat, and draw them for the mural.

• Students write short descriptions of the mural to display along side it.

Assessment
• Make a list of times in a herring’s life such as; when they are young, when they 

spawn, when they die, etc.  Then on a piece of paper ask students to chose one 
time in a herring’s life, draw and label a picture of the herring’s environment and 
write a sentence to go with the picture.  

 
Resources included with this lesson

•   Where are the Herring?  Book

Optional Extension Activities
The web site has facts and information about herring:
http://www.oceanlink.island.net
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táakw winter

taakw eetí spring

yeis fall

kutaan summer

sháach’ young herring

yagiyee day

xáanaa evening

gaadlaani héen deep water

heen xuká surface of the water

hintaakkana.atx’i sáani zoo plankton

hintaakkayanix’i sáani phytoplankton

kutx ayanahá star

alkáa t’aawú game board

Goosú wé yaaw? Where are the herring?
Yaadu yaaw! Here are the herring!
Sháach’ áwé hás. When they are young.
(__) axá wé (__). The (__) ate the (__).
Geiy They live in the bay

Yaa yagiyee During the day
héen gaadlaandéi hás yaa
ndaheen

They swim down deep

Ya xáanaa In the evening
héen xukádei hás yaa ndaheen They swim to the surface
Taakw.eetí In the spring
koogaats’áandei has yaa ndaheen. They come in shallow
koogaats’áanx’ has andal’úx’ To lay their eggs
táakw In the winter
Éil’dei has yaa ndaheen They head to the ocean

Yaaw adaa nanas Cut out the herring.
Ayáx ax’ at kalasix’w Paste in the correct place
natool Spin it
A shukaadéi nagú Move forward
(#) dahéen. (# ) times
Yaanáx yaawaxík Lose a turn
Xát yawadlaak! I won!

Additional Vocabulary

Geiyx’ yik yei yatee. They live in the bay.
Ch’u yagiyeex kusateeyí. During the day.
Gaadlaani héen dei yaa hás nahín. They swim down deep.
Ch’u xáanaax kusateeyí In the evening.
Heen xukádei yaa has nahín. They swim to the surface.
Ch’u taakw.eetíx kusateeyí  In the spring
Koogaats’áani héendei yaa has nahín. They come in shallow
A gaxdul’úx’ To lay their eggs
Ch’u taakwx kusateeyí In the winter
Éil’ tlein kaadei has gugaheen. They head to the ocean
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Lesson #3 
Herring’s Life Cycle – Yaaw Kusteeyí 

Objectives
Students:

• Expand their knowledge of the life cycle of herring.

Time
Activity 1- 45 minutes
Activity 2- 30 minutes
 
Materials

• Chart paper

Vocabulary

Lingít Phrases

Activities

Activity #1 
Herring time line

• On chart paper make a time line with 8 slots, numbering each one:

 

• Explain to students that each line represents a year of life.
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Goosú wé yaaw? Where are the herring?
Yaaw yaa andal’úx’ The herring are beginning to spawn!

Activities:

Activity #1 - Herring time line (45 minutes)

• On chart paper make a time line with 8 slots, numbering each one:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

• Explain to students that each line represents a year of life,

• Fill in the slots with what might by typical for students in your class:

o Year 1- born and learns to walk

o Year 2- learns to talk

o Year 3- learns to use the bathroom

o Year 4- goes to preschool or Headstart

o Year 5- goes to kindergarten

o Year 6- is in first grade

o Year 7- is in second grade

o Year 8- is in third grade

• Make another time line,

• Fill in the first year with a herring’s life

o Year 1- herring born from eggs, hatch in 10-14 days

o Year 2-herring live in shallow bays and inlets while they grow

o Year 3- herring mature and move to the deep ocean to live with other adult

herring

o Year 4- herring spawn for the first time in shallow water

o Year 5- herring spawn in the spring, may or may not be at same place as in

the past

o Year 6- same

o Year 7- same

o Year 8- most herring live to be 8 years old

Lingít  English
woonáa die
yaa andal’úx’ spawn
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• Fill in the slots with what might by typical for students in your class:

o Year 1- born and learns to walk

o Year 2- learns to talk

o Year 3- learns to use the bathroom

o Year 4- goes to preschool or Headstart

o Year 5- goes to kindergarten

o Year 6- is in first grade

o Year 7- is in second grade

o Year 8- is in third grade

• Make another time line.

• Fill in the first year with a herring’s life

o Year 1- herring born from eggs, hatch in 10-14 days

o Year 2-herring live in shallow bays and inlets while they grow

o Year 3- herring mature and move to the deep ocean to live with other 
adult herring

o Year 4- herring spawn for the first time in shallow water

o Year 5- herring spawn in the spring—may or may not be at same place 
as in the past

o Year 6- same

o Year 7- same

o Year 8- most herring live to be 8 years old

Activity #2 
Herring life cycle

Discuss with students how herring migrate to different places throughout the year. When 
herring are young they live with other young herring in shallow bays and inlets. When 
they mature they move out to the ocean with other adult herring. In the spring herring 
come in shallow to spawn and then move back out to the ocean to feed and spend the 
rest of the year. Herring continue this cycle up until they are about 8 years old, when the 
average herring dies. Students fill in the Herring’s Life worksheet with where the herring 
are during different times of their life and what they are doing.

Note to teacher:
Elder role: at any time during this lesson Elders should be invited to share stories or help 
explain the concept of every living thing being dependent on another and that if one 
animal is over harvested it affects all life.  
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Assessment
• Students fill in an individual time line worksheet. Use students’ worksheets on life 

cycle of herring for assessing their knowledge and comprehension.

Resources included with this lesson
• Life cycle worksheet

• Time line assessment worksheet

Optional Extention Activities
The web site has facts and information about herring:
http://www.oceanlink.island.net

Additional Vocabulary

X’oon táakw sá wa.é? How old are you?
Kejín táakw áwé ax kutáagu. I am (five) years old.
Datoow ashigóok. Learns to (read).
Daakw aa x’úx’ sá yaa sh too eeltoon?? What grade are you in?
Tléix’  aa  x’úx’ yaa sh too xaltoon.. I am in the (first) grade.
X’oon táakw sá wé yaaw? How old is the herring?
Daa sá yéi a daanéi wé yaaw? What are the herring doing?
Yaaw éil’ tlein kat wooheen. Herring are swimming in the ocean.

gaaw time
táakw year
dei to
dax from
geiy bay
gaadlaani éil’ tlein deep ocean
sháach’ young herring
gáax’w herring eggs
yei yatee live
át wooheen seim (fish)
deikée out to sea
yán shore
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Lesson #4 
A Herring’s Food Chain  
Adoo sá Yaaw axá? Who eats herring?

Objectives
Students:

• Identify animals in a herring’s food chain.

Time
Activity #1- 30-45 minutes
Activity #2- 30 minutes
Activity #3- 60-90 minutes
Activity #4- 30 minutes
Activity #5- 60 minutes

Materials
• Book: There Was an Old Lay Who Swallowed a Trout!  By Teri Sloat,

• Chart paper

• Pocket chart cards

• Pocket chart

Vocabulary

Lingít Phrases
 

Activities
Elder role: at any time during this lesson Elders could be invited to share stories or help 
explain the concept of every living thing being dependent on another and that if one animal 
is over harvested it affects all life.  

Lingít English

yaaw herring
xáat salmon
tsaa seal
kéet killer whale
kaadaa.ádi predator
tleil ayax googatée threaten
kawdiwúch’i héen pollution/dirty water

Yaaw áwé awaxaa wé (__) The (__) ate the herring.
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Activity #1 
Herring food chain

Read:  There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Trout by Teri Sloat. Discuss what a 
food chain is animals eating other animals for food. Say; “Herring are part of a food 
chain right here in Alaska.”

Using the food chain posters provided, introduce the animals of this food chain: 
Phytoplankton, zooplankton, herring, salmon, seals, killer whales. Discuss concepts 
of dependency—if one part of the chain is missing the whole thing would fall apart.  If 
there were no herring then salmon wouldn’t have any food and they would die, and then 
seals wouldn’t have any food and so on, and so on.

Give students the “Food Chain” pattern provided. (For best results copy on to cardstock 
or construction paper.) Students can use the patterns to write facts they know about 
each animal. Staple the chain links together as you would a Christmas tree chain, 
demonstrating how each animal is “linked” to each other.

Activity #2 
Lingít lesson 

• Using pocket chart cards write the phrase: “____áwé wooxaa wé ____” and cards 
for salmon, herring, seal, and killerwhale.

o The salmon ate the herring - Yaaw áwé awaxaa wé xáat.

o The seal ate the salmon - Xáat áwé awaxaa wé tsaa.

o The killer whale ate the seal – Tsaa áwé awaxaa wé kéet.

• Students take turns switching the cards and saying the sentences. 

Activity #3 
Herring food chain book

Once students understand the food chain revisit There was an Old Lady Who 
Swallowed a Trout. Ask students what would be the first animal the lady swallows if she 
eats the herring food chain. Students should respond with phytoplankton. Continue 
asking what would come next until reaching killer whales.

Make a list on chart paper of verbs that show what these animals might do. Show the 
pre-printed pages and demonstrate filling in the blanks of the book. If the child is a boy 
he/she will write boy on the blank line and if the child is girl he/she will write girl on the 
blank line. On the first pages students should fill in phytoplankton and chose 2 verbs 
to use throughout the book. Do page 2 as a class and then let students fill in their own 
books.
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Activity #4 
A herring’s life is a dangerous life

Discuss the question “Besides salmon, what other predators are there to herring?”
Make a list of other animals on chart paper:

o Salmon

o Seals

o Sea lions

o Killer whales

o Sea gulls

o Eagles

o Humans

Ask, “What else could threaten a herring?” Try to get examples such as:
o Pollution

o Crabs and smaller animals could eat eggs before they hatch

o People could collect eggs before they hatch

Ask, “What do other animals do to protect themselves from dying?”
o Crabs have a hard shell

o Porcupines have quills

o Bears have sharp teeth and claws

o Deer are fast and quiet

After you have listened to their ideas, ask “What do herring do to help themselves 
survive?”

o Lay thousands of eggs at a time

o Hide in vegetated bays and inlets while young

o Fast and move in large schools when adults

Activity #5 
Herring game

• Students make small game pieces out of clay to use as game pieces. Otherwise 
use a coin, linker cube or bean as a marker.

Assessment
• Review the assessment worksheet to evaluation the student’s knowledge.

Resources included with this lesson
• Food chain animal wall cards

• Food chain pattern

• There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Trout: Book

• Assessment worksheet
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Optional Extension Activities
The web site has facts and information about herring:
http://www.oceanlink.island.net

Additional Vocabulary

Lesson #5 
A Lingít way of life – Lingít Kusteeyí

Objectives
Students:

• Define subsistence.

• Describe the weight and length range of herring.

• Describe older traditional ways of fishing for herring and more modern ways of 
fishing.

• Describe how to gather herring eggs and what time of year to get them.

Time
Activity #1- 15 minutes
Activity #2- 60-90 minutes
Activity #3- 45-60 minutes
Activity #4- 60-90 minutes

Materials
• Chart paper

• Ruler

• String

• Large paperclips

• Scale

• Ounce weights

Lingít English
yaaw herring
xáat salmon
tsaa seal
kéet killer whale
kaadaa.ádi predator
googatée threaten
héen kawdiwúch’ pollution/dirty water
kéidladi sea gulls
ch’áak’ eagles
káa humans
alkáayi game
shaawát shaan old lady
x’wáat’ trout

“(__) áwé wooxaa wé (__)” The (__) ate the (__).

Xáat áwé wooxaa wé yaaw. The salmon ate the herring.

Tsaa áwé wooxaa wé xáat. The seal ate the salmon

Kéet áwé wooxaa wé tsaa. The killer whale ate the seal

Atlein gaax’w adil’oox’ Herring lay lots of eggs

Sháach’ (__x’) adlisín. Young herring hide

(yaaw) yasátk. Herring are fast.

Atlein kóox’ axoo (yaaw) has du yéi yatee. (Herring( live in large schools

Yaaw (__) googatée. (__) is going to affect herring.

Dligéix’ ágé yaaw? Are herring large?
Waa sákw dliyaat’ wé yaaw? How long is the herring?
Waa sá kudaal wé yaaw? How much does the herring weigh?

Lingít English
yaaw herring
xáat salmon
tsaa seal
kéet killer whale
kaadaa.ádi predator
googatée threaten
héen kawdiwúch’ pollution/dirty water
kéidladi sea gulls
ch’áak’ eagles
káa humans
alkáayi game
shaawát shaan old lady
x’wáat’ trout

“(__) áwé wooxaa wé (__)” The (__) ate the (__).

Xáat áwé wooxaa wé yaaw. The salmon ate the herring.

Tsaa áwé wooxaa wé xáat. The seal ate the salmon

Kéet áwé wooxaa wé tsaa. The killer whale ate the seal

Atlein gaax’w adil’oox’ Herring lay lots of eggs

Sháach’ (__x’) adlisín. Young herring hide

(yaaw) yasátk. Herring are fast.

Atlein kóox’ axoo (yaaw) has du yéi yatee. (Herring( live in large schools

Yaaw (__) googatée. (__) is going to affect herring.

• Objects that weigh between 110-160 gm

• Rice or beans

• Ziplock bags

• One inch diameter wooden dowel

• Wooden clothes pins

• Herring prints from lesson #1
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Activities
Elder role: Have an Elder describe how to gather herring and herring eggs with respect.  
Discuss the importance of “owning” fishing grounds.  
 

Activity #1 
Subsistence

Discuss the meaning of subsistence. Ask the class where Tlingít people got food in the 
past, before stores. Make a list of ways to get food such as hunting for deer, seal, bear, 
fishing for salmon, herring, gathering berries, beach greens, seaweed.

Discuss what foods we get from herring. See how many ideas students can list, 
including:

o Herring can be salted, smoked, boiled, dried

o Eggs can be boiled, steamed, dried, smoked

Ask the class how herring helps us. Look for answers such as:

o We can use their oil for lanterns 

o Use them for bait

Summarize with a discussion about why herring were and are important to Tlingit 
people.

Elder role: ask an Elder to share stories about gathering food or ways that he/she 
learned how to gather food.

Activity #2 
Fishing for herring

Discuss as a class: “Have you ever gone fishing?  How do you do it?” Allow students 
time to share stories about fishing. Ask: “What kind of fish did you catch?”  (Most will 
probably say salmon.) Ask: “How many salmon can you catch with one pole and line?”) 
“one” Ask: “Have you ever fished for herring?”  “Are herring large or small?” (Small)  
“What size hook do you think would be needed to catch herring?  Large or small?”  
(Small.)  “What would make sense to use, one small hook on a like or several small 
hooks at one time?”  (Several) 
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Lingít English
gáax’w herring eggs
haaw hemlock branches
geesh kelp
daaw broad kelp
xeetlaa herring rake
ligéiyi aa large/tall one

Ast’éix naxtoo.aat! Let’s go fishing!

X’oon sá we  yaaw áwé? How many herring are there?

Activities:

Elder role: have an elder describe how to gather herring and herring eggs with
respect. Discuss the importance of traditional fishing grounds.
Southeast Traditional Tribal Value focus: Respect for Nature and Property

Activity #1 - Subsistence (15 minutes)

• What is subsistence?

o Have a discussion about where Tlingit people got food in the past, before

stores.

o Make a list of ways to get food: hunting for deer, seal, bear, fishing for

salmon, herring, gathering berries, beach greens, seaweed.

• What foods do we get from herring?

o Herring can be salted, smoked, boiled, dried,

o Herring eggs can be boiled, steamed, dried, smoked.

Lingít English
gáax’w herring eggs
haaw hemlock branches
geesh kelp
daaw broad kelp
xeetlaa herring rake
ligéiyi aa large/tall one
óosk’i aa small one
a kudáali weight
a kulayáat’i length
dei to
dáx from
koot’áax’aa inch
kaa x’oos foot

Vocabulary

Lingít Phrases

Ast’éix naxtoo.aat!  Let’s go fishing!
X’oon sá wé yaaw?  How many herring are there?
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After the discussion, tell the students they will use string and large paperclips make 
a simulated fishing line and hooks. Have each student tie paperclips about every 12 
inches along a piece of string.

Making simulated herring is the next topic of discussion. Talk about “range”. Have 
students line up and ask them “Are you all the same size?”  (No) Say: “So, even though 
you are all kids in the 2nd grade, you are all different sizes.” Then, have students line up 
shortest to tallest.  

On a chart paper taped to 
the wall mark how small 
the shortest student is. On 
the same chart paper mark 
how tall the tallest student 
is. Ask students “Will every 
other student in the class fit 
in between these to marks?”  
(Yes “So, this is the range of 
our class.  Students in our 
class range from _____ inches 
tall to ______ inches tall.”

Ask: “Are all herring the same 
size?”  (No) Tell the students 
that “Adult herring range from 
7 inches to 18 inches long.”

On another chart paper 
measure and mark these 
lengths to show the range. 
Say, “These herring also have a weight range.  Herring range from 110 grams to 160 
grams” Ask students if 140 grams is in that range.  Ask if 80 grams is in the range, no.  
Continue this type of questioning until the class understands the range.  

Ask students what object in the class might weigh 120 grams. This will be difficult, let 
them guess and then choose 3-4 objects to weigh. Show weights that will be used 
to measure objects and show 120 grams.  Demonstrate how to weigh objects. Find 
several objects that fall into the 110-160 grams range.

Use rice or beans and Ziploc bags to make simulated herring:

o Students weight out amounts of beans and fill bags making sure the 
weights fall in the range of 110-160 grams. 

o Make several herring for each pair of students. 

Fishing: One student sits behind a table lying on its side to simulate a boat. Throw the 
fishing line over the edge. The other students attach herring to the line and gently wiggle 
the line. The fisherman then pulls the line in. 
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Gather students back together. Ask “How do you think Tlingit people in the past fished 
for herring?” After students have had time to share their ideas show picture of a herring 
rake. Read the description and measure 12 feet in the classroom to show how long it 
was. Use a wooden dowel and wooden clothespins to make a simulated herring rake 
using hot glue, glue clothespins to dowel 1 inch apart.

Students practice raking herring with dowel, moving in a motion similar to paddling a 
canoe. Clip herring to herring rake and try making the raking motion again.

Elder role: Ask an Elder to share fishing stories, describe traditional herring fishing or 
share recipes.

Activity #3 
Yumm, herring! 
Discuss how herring were gathered to preserve for winter use, eaten fresh and to get oil 
from. The oil from herring was eaten with dried foods during the winter. 
   
Drying herring: Pretending you are drying herring, using the fish prints you made in 
Lesson #1, set up the classroom in to two areas; outside and inside.  Cut out herring 
and string along the gills and hang in the classroom. Herring were hung outside for 2-3 
days and then brought inside the house.  After hanging herring in the outside area move 
them to the inside.  

Cooking herring: Pretending you are cooking herring over an open fire, go outside 
and gather sticks for roasting herring. Set up a pretend open fire pit with colored paper. 
Students will make a herring out of cardstock, draw, color, and cut out. Using a hole 
punch or pencil, pierce the herring drawing in two places and stick the stick through 
and pretend to roast the herring.  

Activity #4 
The herring are spawning! 

Herring spawn in the spring. Ask students, “What are the signs of spring? What are the 
signs that herring spawning?” These are things such as:

o Seagulls gather and fly around

o Water turns a milky color

Gathering herring eggs: Herring eggs could be gathered on broad kelp or hemlock 
branches. Go on a walking field trip to collect hemlock branches or kelp, if possible. As 
you are walking, distinguish between different types of trees, helping students be able to 
identify hemlock trees by looking at the needles; flat and not very sharp.  

Tell the students to gather herring eggs. You would cut down branches, but for us 
today, we will gather some from the ground to take back to the classroom.

Set up the classroom floor to represent the intertidal zone by having students draw and 
cut out beach creatures. Decide on one end of the room to be high tide and one low 
tide. Using a large piece of paper or fabric one group of students can simulate the water 
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coming in and going out. When the tide goes out students go and place branches on 
the lowest part of the beach with an anchor, branches tied to a large rock. Students 
simulate the tide coming in and going out several times.

Discuss how the tide comes in and goes out twice a day and figure out how many times 
that would be in 3 days. After 3 days branches would be gathered and have herring 
eggs on them. 

If possible, get real herring eggs on hemlock branches and try eating them. To cook 
herring eggs simmer enough water to cover branches and eggs, dip eggs in simmering 
water for 30-60 seconds. Peal of branches and eat with seal grease or soy sauce.

Elder role: Ask an Elder to share stories about gathering herring eggs, memories they 
have or describe the process of gathering and preserving.

Resources included with this lesson
• Pictures of hemlock branches and broad kelp

Additional Vocabulary

Lingít English

Yei k dzigeiyí aa small one
a kudáali weight
a kulayáat’i length
dei to
dáx from
kaá heik’ x’aak inch
kaa x’oos foot

(yá)dáx ka (yá)dei Range: From (___) to (___)
Dligeix’ áge yaaw? Are herring large?
Waa sákw dliyaat’ we yaaw? How long is the herring?
Waa sá kudáal we yaaw? How much does the herring weight?
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